Notes from Third Dolphin-Human Interaction Meeting held on
January 2, 2017 at the New Thought Center of Hawaii

Summary
The first meeting was held on October 15, 2016. The meeting focused on creating an environment of
collaboration and respect. In other words, a safe and non-judgmental space so each participant’s voice
may be heard, without interruption or judgement. This goal was achieved.
The second meeting was held on November 30 and further built on this community work. The need for
compromise was acknowledged as the community worked towards the larger goal of an “Irresistible
Agreement”. Sub-groups were formed and met independently.
This third meeting focused on further group participation. Spokespeople from the sub-groups presented
their extraordinary contributions. Clearly the process of collaboration was emerging and the community
was coming together with one voice. To support this further, a glaringly missing stakeholder
representation, namely the Native Hawaiian community, was present. This added a whole new layer of
richness to the process of collaboration and trust. It was acknowledged that this was a breakthrough
meeting and that community was well onto its way to creating the “irresistible agreement”. It was,
however, noted that despite many invitations to do so, NOAA had yet to participate in the process thus
questioning their intentions in effectively serving the community they are supposed to represent.

Native Hawaiian Engagement
Keoki Cortez, a local Native Hawaiian descended from both the
Kamehameha and Keawe blood lines, agreed to address the
meeting. He is the custodian of Pu’uhonua o Honaunau. This ties
him intimately to Kealakekua and the spinner dolphins. His kuleana
is to keep the culture of his lineage alive through storytelling and
education. As an accomplished traditional Hawaiian musician
(since the age of 12) Keoki also played for us at the meeting.
Keoki brought the very-much needed Native Hawaiian cultural
perspective to the dialog. He
was received with absolute
respect. He shared his story
without suggesting any
solutions – he felt it was not his
palace to judge the behaviors of
others. This was a significant first step in further opening up the
dialog and community building with the Native Hawaiians as they are
important stakeholders.
With Keoki’s permission, the audio recording of his song and his talk may be accessed on Dropbox:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/qm5rop0jsdlhqqq/Keoki%20Cortez%20at%20HumanDolphin%20Meeting.mp3?dl=0
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Inter-Island Engagement
The Big Island group has connected with the group on Kauai headed by Jeanne Russell. Additional
engagement is happening on Oahu and Maui through other channels, specifically with commercial boat
operators.
Jeanne Russell has created a Change.org campaign: Dolphin Protection Petition: Education over
Regulation. Participants are invited to sign the petition.
https://www.change.org/p/jeanne-russell-dolphin-protection-petition-education-overregulation?recruiter=7937032&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=twitter&utm_campaign=sha
re_twitter_responsive

Lack of NOAA Engagement
Despite efforts made by facilitator Nigel Patterson to engage NOAA in this process, there have been no
comments or acknowledgment from NOAA to date. This is this disappointing. It is also unclear why this
is the case. The participants agreed that the process would proceed with or without NOAA’s
engagement. It was hoped NOAA will engage soonest in order to avoid unnecessary conflict in the
future. NOAA have been copied on all communications as they are regarded as an important
stakeholder in this process and the group will therefore continue to show them the same respect that
would be expected from them in return.

Stakeholders Identified and those Present in the Meeting
38 in total attended (several stakeholders present had more than one area of representation).

Stakeholder

Present at Oct 15,
2016

Present at Nov 30,
2016

Present at Jan 2,
2017

Total Present
NOAA
DLNR
“Dolphinville”
Boat/Commercial Operators
Those effected financially by
the proposals
Local Hawaiians

52
0
0
33
5
23

37
0
0
30
1
7?

38
0
0
29 (+1 by proxy)
2 (+ 1 by proxy)
6 (+1 by proxy)

0 (represented by 1
proxy)
1
0
2
1
?

0 (represented by 3
proxy)
1
0
4
1
7

1 (+1 by proxy)

Chamber of Commerce
Captive Dolphin Group
Independent Scientists
Dolphins under care
Other
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1
0
4
1
10

Reviewing the Process
Nigel Patterson, the facilitator, shared with the group where we are in this process. He shared that we
are engaged in a formal process of group dynamics and were exactly in the process as expected. This is
illustrated below and has been included to support the participants through the process:

At the end of the previous meeting, the participants were asked to form into three sub-groups and to
meet privately before this third meeting. In other words, the participants were to move from being
passive (in Tell and Sell modes) and instead become active participants. This process was specifically
initiated and managed by Nigel.
It was considered that the participants had sufficient “group dynamics task maturity” and could thus
move into Participate mode as shown above. This resulted in confusion and stress within the groups, as
fully anticipated, and as shown as the “Knee of Discomfort” in the lower graph. The third meeting was
purposely called soon after the second meeting knowing this would happen and to thus arrest and turn
it around.
This was achieved and the sub-groups have now taken on a new life of their own. This is a breakthrough
in this process. The sub-groups have since been fine-tuned and now are:
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Group Name/Focus

Group Leader

Members

Dolphin Education

Heather Reynolds
heather@heatherreynolds.com

Self-Regulation, NOAA,
Science/Human Rights, Social
Media

Marlien Han
marlienneke@hotmail.com

Hawaiian Voice Olelo (express
the cultural manao)

Laura Moire MD
Dr.lauramoire@gmail.com

David Kerchman
Kiala
Varadaan
Kathy Carr
Martha Denney
Lloyd Walker
Kathy Jensen
Jan Salerno
Diane Harmony
Erin Peeples
Cyndi Howley
Michael Sean
Alfredo Gormezeno
Mike Jacobson
Shelly Feduniw
Dave Jensen
Gannie Heggen
Joy Wall
Michael Hyson
Michael Bailey
Lanny Sinkin
Asolaria Liberalis
Dianna Tangen
Elisha Southworth
Michael Hyson
Keoki Cortez (to consider)

IMPORTANT:
If your name is not in a group, or if you wish to be in more than one group, please contact the group
leader by email and request to be included.
The members of the Spirit/Elders Group had already met and brought into the meeting their shared
wisdom. They were thus requested to expand their responsibilities and join one of the three groups
above to bring their wisdom in to support the other groups.

The Change Process – and where are we?
The meeting also discussed the dynamics groups and individuals go through in any change process:

Stage 1:

(Angry) Denial – “Head in the sand”

Stage 2:

(Begrudging) Acceptance – “The Ambassador”

Stage 3:

(Urgent) Action – “Activism”

The community forums initiated by NOAA in September 2016 triggered Stage 1 in many attendees. The
lack of consultative process with the community resulted in a backlash from the community - this was to
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be expected, and not planned for by NOAA (other than to offer a community feedback period on their
web site). This is what precipitated the need for this process of community healing.
Whilst instinct often results in an urge to jump from Stage 1 straight to Stage 3 (Activism), this is not
helpful in bringing collaboration and common agreement to a situation. It only serves to entrench
suspicion and lack of trust between the parties.
The first two meetings already held focused on moving the community from Stage 1 and into Stage 2.
Whilst individuals within the group will be at their own specific stage, the participants agreed that the
group as a whole is entering Stage 2. This is where it becomes possible to work on the “Irresistible
Agreement”, the place where compromise occurs. But it relies on all stakeholders being a part of the
process and why it is unhelpful for NOAA or any other stakeholder group not to participate.
Spokespersons for the three sub-groups above shared their sub-group’s progress. Significant progress
has been made in moving through this change process. Further work will bring the groups to the place of
Stage 3, namely, (Urgent) Action, which is still to emerge.
In addition, individuals shared their own positions, including Joan Ocean (by proxy) on her concern that
without NOAA’s engagement, this may simply be repeating an aborted effort from a previous time.
Whilst this is a real concern, it was acknowledged that the power of community healing was not to be
underestimated in moving this process forward, even should NOAA chose not to engage.

Breakout Groups
The three groups convened and further discussed their strategies. They will continue their work through
the coming month and feed this back into the next meeting. Members are encouraged to participate in
more than one group. Likewise, those not present at the meeting but who would like to their voices to
be heard are also encouraged to engage at this important time.

Next Meeting Date – To be advised
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